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Formula 1 is the top open-wheel racing
series in the world. Its exciting history
includes daring drivers, celebrated teams,
and dangerous tracks. Today, fans all over
the world eagerly watch F1 stars like
Sebastian Vettel race through the twists
and turns of famous tracks, such the street
course of Monte Carlo and Italys Monza.
F1 teams and manufacturers are
continually looking for ways to make this
exciting sport even more exhilarating, with
the cars reaching speeds up to 190 miles
(305 km) per hour! Readers are sure to be
amazed by the up-close photographs of F1
racers and cars.
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on New Wave Literacy: Book E - Google Books Result Single-seater racing Single-seater (or open wheel) racing is
perhaps the and the cars have wings at the front and the rear to hold them on the track. racing is in Formula 1, which
has very fast cars that are made to go fast for a long time.
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